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ABSTRACT
Public-private partnerships are a major issue of discussion in businesses and government agencies concerned with homeland security. However, this issue has received a much less thorough treatment in scholarly literature on homeland security. This article begins to fill a gap in homeland security scholarship by identifying the essential role that public-private partnerships are now taking in homeland security and by examining opportunities and challenges for this transformative shift in the field. The article begins by contextualizing our argument within recent scholarship, and tracing the development of public-private partnerships in homeland security. The article then examines the growing role of public-private sector partnerships in homeland security. The article concludes by discussing ongoing challenges that will need to be considered and addressed for public-private partnerships to be successful over the long term.

INTRODUCTION

“I want to just say this about the private sector. In my mind, the government is incapable of responding to its maximum ability without private sector support…”
–Hon. Tom Ridge, Former Secretary, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

April 20, 2010 had been an otherwise typical day. At 9:49 p.m., however, the first of several blasts shattered the night air over the Gulf of Mexico, ultimately killing eleven workers and crippling the Deepwater Horizon oil rig. The explosion and subsequent oil spill eventually became the largest environmental catastrophe in US history. Over the following months, hundreds of government and private sector actors convened around the Gulf of Mexico, summoning an unprecedented amount of equipment and technical expertise to stop the oil flow from the Gulf’s floor. British Petroleum (BP), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the US Coast Guard, state governments, local governments, and hundreds of businesses and public sector agencies collaborated in response to the disaster. British Petroleum and local officials launched initiatives enlisting local fishermen to assist in waterborne cleanup efforts. The federal government used privately manufactured oil dispersants in recovery operations. Throughout this process, the public and private sector worked closely together to restore a sense of normalcy in the Gulf.

The Deepwater Horizon incident provides a large-scale illustration of an actively growing trend in emergency management and homeland security. Public-private partnerships are a major issue of discussion in businesses and government agencies. However, this issue has received a much less thorough treatment in scholarly literature on homeland security. This is surprising, as public-private partnerships are perhaps the most dynamic and important subjects for homeland security practitioners today.

Public-private partnerships have been defined as collaboration between a public sector (government) entity and a private sector (for-profit) entity to achieve a specific goal or set of objectives. This collaboration results in government-business relationships that include service contracts, supply chains, ad hoc partnerships, channel partnerships, information dissemination partnerships, and civic switchboard partnerships. These partnerships have been discussed in narrow ways in the scholarly literature in related disciplines (such as public administration broadly understood) and some of the various subfields of homeland security (such as...
emergency management or critical infrastructure protection). For example, Yossi Sheffi suggests public-private partnerships are important for supply chain security under threat of international terrorism, a theme that David J. Closs and Edmund F. McGarrell repeat. Others underscore that private sector participation is integral in critical infrastructure protection and homeland security. Discussion of the private sector’s role within other subfields, such as intelligence, cybersecurity, transportation security, public health, and hazard mitigation shows increasing understanding of businesses’ impact on homeland security.

Overall, however, the scholarly literature has not yet caught up to the practitioner understanding of public-private partnerships’ prominence in homeland security. This article begins to fill a gap in homeland security scholarship by identifying the essential role that public-private partnerships are now taking in homeland security, and by examining the implications of this transformative shift in the field. As we will see, public-private partnerships hold great promise, but also face significant obstacles that will need to be overcome. The article begins by tracing the development of public-private partnerships in homeland security. It then examines multiple subfields of homeland security and highlights the growing role of public-private sector partnerships in homeland security. The article concludes by discussing ongoing challenges that will need to be considered and addressed for public-private partnerships to be successful over the long term.

THE EMERGENCE OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS IN HOMELAND SECURITY

Government and businesses’ roles in homeland security can be traced back to America’s founding. For example, in the Federalist Papers, James Madison was careful to underscore the importance of the federal government in “times of war and danger,” while not diminishing the importance of the states in periods of “peace and security.” In 1803, following a devastating fire in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Congress authorized the suspension of federal bond payments for merchants affected by the disaster. For the first time, the US government provided emergency relief for a community. Thus began an escalation of federal-level involvement that continues today, requiring close working relationships among the federal, state, and local levels of government, non-governmental organizations, and the private sector.

Public-private partnerships evolved in the nineteenth century, as various disasters prompted a re-calibration of government’s role in emergencies. The Great Chicago Fire of 1871 burned a four square mile area in the southwestern part of the city, leaving one third of the city’s population homeless. While difficult to fathom today, the federal government’s role was limited in recovery efforts. No appreciable amount of financial assistance flowed from Washington, DC to Chicago in the fire’s aftermath. Instead, the majority of recovery financing came from a combination of local and state governments, as well as charities and businesses. The fire facilitated a shift in governmental involvement in emergency management. Subsequent twentieth-century disasters, including the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake and the 1927 Great Mississippi Flood, ratcheted up government support for response and recovery efforts. Increasing amounts of funding changed hands between the public and private sectors to support post-disaster reconstruction.

From World War II through the end of the Cold War, public-private partnerships remained an essential element in national defense. Citizens were trained by the federal government to watch for enemy aircraft, assist in preparation for nuclear attacks, and direct air raid drills in public spaces. At the same time, US manufacturing capacity adapted to emerging needs. Firms recycled and repurposed commercial products (e.g. rubber, steel, wood) to support the materiel needs of the armed forces. The private sector modified production to fill new demands. The Ford Motor Company, for example, built an entire complex to construct military aircraft. Government and private sector
functions in national security evolved to meet wartime priorities.

Public-private sector partnerships continued to develop in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was created during the Carter administration to consolidate disaster management functions previously scattered across the federal government. Over time, businesses began taking a more expansive role in defense and security, from building out information technology (IT) infrastructure, to production of specialized equipment in law enforcement, to contracting out job functions in government offices.

The September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, Hurricane Katrina, and the Deepwater Horizon oil spill all highlight the prominence of public-private partnerships in what is today called homeland security. In all three of these disasters, the private sector worked closely with local, state, federal, and non-profit entities to respond to community needs. For example, following the 9/11 attacks, Verizon assumed a pivotal role in quickly rebuilding network infrastructure to re-open the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, FEMA, in cooperation with the State of Louisiana, distributed $2.3 billion in public assistance funding to residents affected by the storm. But Wal-Mart was instrumental in providing relief supplies – blankets, plastic tarpaulins, batteries, flashlights, water, and non-perishable food – to Gulf residents immediately following Katrina’s impact. Similarly, the Deepwater Horizon disaster required close coordination among government, non-profit, and private sector entities. The American Red Cross sheltered and cared for displaced Gulf residents, while the private sector hired local fishermen to assist in cleanup efforts and worked with government agencies to stop the oil leak. It is clear from these examples that businesses, alongside numerous government and non-governmental entities, now play an increasingly integrated role in homeland security.

In the following sections, we examine different initiatives and facets of homeland security, highlighting the role of public-private partnerships in each. Given the current expansive scope of public-private partnerships in homeland security as a whole, we limit our discussion to select federal-level public-private partnerships, which have enjoyed varying levels of success. However, it is important to note that homeland security includes efforts at the state and local levels, including fusion centers, non-profits, civic groups, professional associations, and individual citizens. As an “umbrella” concept, homeland security also touches on various subfields apart from those we discuss below, including immigration services, public health, and intelligence. A comprehensive treatment of public-private partnerships in every aspect of homeland security is beyond the scope of this article. Nevertheless, the following discussion identifies some of the most significant trends in homeland security today.

**Critical Infrastructure Protection**

With approximately 85 percent of the nation’s critical infrastructure under private sector control, alliances between government and business are essential for homeland security. The US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) creates coordination bodies to facilitate information exchange, planning, and situational awareness between the public and private sectors. The Office of Infrastructure Protection (OIP) within DHS works on threat and vulnerability analyses, national and local-level coordination with businesses and government agencies, and risk mitigation. The OIP is responsible for coordinating information exchange and collaboration among six sectors: chemical; commercial facilities; critical manufacturing; dams; emergency services; and nuclear reactors, materials, and waste. Given that private sector companies operate most of the facilities in these six sectors, public-private sector partnerships are indispensable to the OIP mission. The Critical Infrastructure Partnership Advisory Council (CIPAC), a strategic body, complements the OIP.

The CIPAC is the basic organizational framework in which government and private sector representatives exchange information and coordinate critical infrastructure.
protection activities at the federal level. The CIPAC membership roster reads as a veritable “who's who” of government agencies and industry leaders nationwide. Firms in the CIPAC include such companies as BASF Corporation, the Trump Organization, Verizon, the Boeing Company, Google, and the US Oil and Gas Association. Government entities in the CIPAC include the United States Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Commerce, and Department of Justice. The CIPAC demonstrates substantial cooperation between public and private entities at the federal level related to critical infrastructure protection in homeland security. The existence of multiple coordination groups, as well as the presence of leading US businesses within them, underscores that public-private partnerships are integral to achieving homeland security objectives in critical infrastructure protection.

Despite the clear need that the CIPAC is designed to address, however, there are legitimate criticisms that can be leveled against this group. For example, some firms may sense that they are expected to share a significant amount of information with government, but do not get timely information back from government. One could also claim the CIPAC is overly government-centric, and does not give due consideration to business concerns. Moreover, firms may feel pressured to participate in order to avoid regulations that will force them to alter their business strategies. Without diminishing the relevance of these concerns, the CIPAC nonetheless provides an important example of how public-private partnerships are enhancing critical infrastructure protection.

**Cybersecurity**

Information technology (IT) firms are essential in achieving national cybersecurity objectives. Well-known companies routinely partner with government to share information and collaboratively address IT challenges with homeland security implications. For example, the National Cyber Security Alliance (NCSA) is an organization that raises awareness about cybersecurity issues and empowers computer users to protect themselves against electronic threats. Public-private partnerships are critical to the NCSA mission. The NCSA board includes representatives from numerous national firms, including AT&T Services, Inc., Cisco Systems, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Google, Facebook, Bank of America, SAIC, and Visa. Demonstrating linkages between the NCSA and federal government, the White House and DHS promoted the most visible NCSA initiative, known as National Cyber Security Awareness Month (NCSAM), in 2010. The NCSA is an excellent example of public-private partnerships at work in the cybersecurity arena.

A recent hacking incident further highlights the interconnectedness of the public and private sectors in cybersecurity. In June 2011, Google publicly disclosed that individuals in China illegally accessed the personal email accounts of several senior US government officials. This was allegedly done through use of “phishing,” a method of fraudulently obtaining a user’s information through fabricated emails asking for usernames, passwords, and related data. Google notified the FBI about the incident. The White House National Security Council (NSC), as well as DHS, followed up with Google to assess the incident’s impact. Understanding this attack’s sources and methods provides greater knowledge of cybersecurity threats to public and private sector organizations. As this incident demonstrates, public-private sector partnerships, as well as information sharing, are critical to effective cybersecurity.

**Port Security**

America’s ports are vital hubs of economic activity. In 2010 alone, nearly 263,000 metric tons of products passed through the port of Houston-Galveston, Texas. During the same period, approximately 30 million passengers flew in and out of LaGuardia airport in New York City. With such a high volume of goods and persons moving through US ports of entry, port security is an urgent priority. Against this backdrop, the Customs...
Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (CTPAT) is a government-business sector initiative that was created to enhance worldwide supply chain security. Over 6,000 firms are certified through the C-TPAT program, meaning they enjoy close working relationships with United States Customs and Border Protection (CBP), are able to obtain government risk assessments of their supply chain, and can attend special government-sponsored supply chain security training sessions. Programs like the C-TPAT are useful to homeland security in providing a broad administrative framework for regular public-private sector coordination.

On-the-ground security initiatives also impact this critical area of economic activity. The Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC) program pre-screens workers with unescorted access to sensitive areas of America’s ports to ensure they do not pose a security threat. This arrangement enhances supply chain security, and helps achieve port security objectives. As of 2009, over 500,000 workers were enrolled in the TWIC program.

Technologies in use at America’s ports underline the importance of public-private sector partnerships. Consider the SAIC Vehicle and Cargo Inspection System (VACIS). The VACIS is a device that emits low-level radiation, providing a rapid view of cargo containers’ contents—not unlike an X-ray machine. The VACIS permits government and private sector officials to quickly evaluate if a given container poses a threat. Similarly, new luggage and passenger screening machines produced by L-3 and GE Security bolster protection in US airports. While the latter continue to be the subject of vigorous public debate, it is worth noting that the so-called “full body scanners” are a private sector response to a governmental need—a clear example of public-private partnerships at work in homeland security.

Another public-private partnership in US airports is the Screening Partnership Program (SPP). Under this initiative, screening companies that meet certain qualifications carry out TSA-like duties at US airports. Additionally, individual airport executives may petition TSA for private sector employees to work as screeners in their facilities. The program’s scope is limited—only sixteen airports are participating—the SPP is proving a helpful alternative to TSA screening. Mark VanLoh, Director of Aviation for Kansas City, Missouri, noted in Congressional testimony that the SPP enhances flexibility in personnel use, allows for greater employee cross-training, and is more effective in dealing with non-performing workers. Like the use of new, privately manufactured screening technologies in airports, the SPP illustrates the increasing presence of public-private partnerships in port security.

**Emergency Management**

Emergency managers are increasingly engaged in all aspects of homeland security, including the previously discussed areas of critical infrastructure protection, cybersecurity, and port security. But there is still a distinct area within emergency management that stands apart from these subfields: immediate, near-term response and recovery activities. In such activities, FEMA has widely embraced the essential role of public-private partnerships. Hurricane Katrina and the BP Deepwater Horizon oil spill illustrate why FEMA has embraced these partnerships.

Hurricane Katrina provides emergency management scholars and practitioners with a powerful lesson in what not to do. While popular blame for inadequate response initially fell upon FEMA, today researchers acknowledge systemic failures at all levels of government. Despite these shortcomings, the private sector helped to address various government deficiencies in response and recovery efforts. As the world’s largest employer, Wal-Mart is proficient in logistics; that is, efficiently moving and distributing large quantities of goods over a wide geographic area. In anticipation of the storm’s impact in 2005, Wal-Mart deployed trucks full of relief supplies to the Gulf region. Clothing, diapers, toothbrushes, bottled water, ice, and non-perishable food items began rolling off Wal-Mart’s fleet of trucks as the storm passed. Government leaders took notice. A local official even suggested that FEMA use Wal-Mart’s response as a model for its own efforts. In
the midst of a significant disaster, Wal-Mart filled governmental gaps in disaster recovery capabilities.

Like Katrina, the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil rig explosion and spill affected a vast geographic area in the Gulf of Mexico. The initial response involved hundreds of local, state, and federal government actors, as well as representatives from the non-profit and private sectors. British Petroleum, which was a responsible party for the spill, worked with the federal government and veterans of the Exxon Valdez oil spill to assess its impact and facilitate cleanup efforts.  

The public sector lacked the necessary combination of equipment and technical expertise to shut off the flow of oil from the Gulf floor. Thus BP, which drilled the leaking undersea oil well in the first place, cooperated with the public sector in carrying out the work of halting the spill. Public-private sector partnerships were integral to the overall response and recovery effort.  

FEMA has made public-private partnerships a high priority, and leads a major national initiative to forge closer ties with the business community. The agency’s regional offices, which cover all fifty states and US territories, house a private sector liaison officer charged with building alliances with firms. FEMA Administrator Craig Fugate underscored the importance of the private sector for emergency management in recent public remarks:  

The private sector, from Fortune 500 companies to your local grocery store, is an essential member of the team…. The faster we can help stores and businesses get back on their feet [after a] disaster, the more effective the rest of the team can be in focusing our resources on helping disaster survivors in areas that don’t yet have access to those goods and services. Growing strong working relationships between emergency managers and the private sector is a good business decision for everyone – it helps us better serve survivors, rebuild our communities and boost local economies.  

These comments illustrate the degree of buy-in within FEMA oriented toward building relationships with businesses. Public-private partnerships are beneficial in enhancing firms’ preparedness for disaster, as well as connecting them with government partners in advance of a large-scale emergency. From FEMA’s leadership team to personnel in regional offices, public-private sector partnerships carry tremendous importance. This emphasis has real-world impacts in disaster response.  

BENEFITS OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS FOR HOMELAND SECURITY  

Public-private partnerships can enhance hiring, resource utilization, specialization, cross-sector trust, and technological innovation. They are often able to cut across traditional bureaucratic divides within government. And they can enhance public protection in ways not possible for government or businesses acting independently. In this section, we will discuss each of these advantages, which suggest public-private partnerships will make ongoing contributions in homeland security.

Hiring  

The private sector helps the public sector fill personnel needs more effectively than the government acting independently. Background checks for security clearances – a widespread requirement for prospective employees in the homeland security arena – are notoriously sluggish, sometimes taking years to complete. This can create a significant time lag effect between an applicant being offered a position, and actually assuming that position. Compounding the issue, separate human resources-oriented activities are also necessary to bring a new employee into the homeland security workforce. These background investigation and human resources processes frequently overlap. Businesses operating within the homeland security space are often able to bring in new employees faster, and more efficiently, than the public sector. This, in turn, creates value for the public sector. This arrangement serves firms’ business interests, as well as governmental personnel needs.

Today, firms like SAIC, Booz Allen Hamilton, Northrop Grumman, and General Dynamics assign employees to work
shoulder-to-shoulder with government counterparts in public sector homeland security offices. As a result, the homeland security workforce benefits from the hiring speed of the private sector. These private sector employees perform traditionally government functions, from intelligence analysis, to emergency planning, to protecting critical infrastructure. Thus, businesses can augment the total homeland security workforce faster than government acting alone. This provides a swift, cost-effective solution to the need for more personnel in homeland security positions.

**Resource Utilization**

Firms have a fixed amount of human and physical capital with which to achieve business objectives. Resource utilization refers to these assets being directed toward a specific aim, and in so doing, forgoing other opportunities. By orienting resources toward homeland security applications, businesses, government, and the public can benefit. Firms’ sales increase. Government gains from privately produced products and services, and public safety is enhanced. Private companies forge an advantageous triangular relationship among these stakeholders by using their resources for homeland security purposes.

A case from aviation security illustrates how focused resource utilization can benefit businesses, government, and the general public. In 2008, the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) announced that it would permit airline passengers to keep laptops in bags at security checkpoints, provided the bags adhere to a certain x-ray transparency standard. TSA subsequently released a Request for Information (RFI) about bag requirements: they should have no metal components, such as zippers, buttons, or snaps that could interfere with the ability of an x-ray to “see” the laptop’s components. To this end, Aerovation – a luggage producer – responded by designing a “checkpoint friendly” laptop bag. In public-private partnerships such as this, a firm re-allocates research and development resources in order to meet government homeland security objectives, while at the same time serving its business interests. In theory, this would increase operational efficiency and reduce wait times for airline passengers in security queues. For this innovation to be effective, however, TSA personnel would need to receive training to recognize these “checkpoint friendly” bags and allow passengers to keep their laptops in the bags. This training may not have sufficiently occurred yet. But through these and similar efforts to maximize resource utilization, public-private partnerships can work to achieve homeland security objectives.

**Specialization**

By participating in homeland security activities, private sector actors develop specializations in functional areas, enhancing public sector performance. This process, in turn, can permit government agencies to focus more upon mission-essential activities. For example, in 2009, TSA announced the award of an IT services contract to CSC, a firm based in Falls Church, Virginia. The $493 million, five-year deal includes provisions for designing, maintaining, and upgrading TSA’s IT infrastructure over time. Serving one agency’s IT needs in such a comprehensive way means that CSC develops increasing familiarity with TSA systems, software, hardware, and requirements. This knowledge creates efficiencies over time. On the one hand, CSC is able to anticipate TSA’s needs in a more effective fashion. On the other hand, TSA is freed to devote personnel and resources to other critical activities. Increasing specialization by CSC increases aggregate effectiveness, serving both private sector and public sector interests in a mutually beneficial manner.

**Building Trust, Increasing Effectiveness**

Communication between the public and private sector can decrease officials’ skepticism and mistrust of one another. Over time, repeated interaction and collaboration may actually build trust across the government-business divide. Whether developing plans for the future, or
responding to an emergency, trust is invaluable in fostering effective, mutually beneficial outcomes. So public-private partnerships have what might be called a “softer” benefit – the construction of relationships themselves. It is challenging to quantify the value of a public-private sector relationship in the same way one might appraise a house or a car. But having excellent working relationships in place during routine operations, as well as crises, is invaluable.

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

Public-private partnerships can also serve as catalysts for new technological innovations. Two growing DHS initiatives stand out in their promotion of private sector innovation for homeland security-related challenges: the System Efficacy through Commercialization, Utilization, Relevance and Evaluation (SECURE) program, and its sister program, FutureTECH. The SECURE program provides a pathway for private sector research and development (R&D) to occur without DHS financing the process itself. This departs from the traditional model of government-funded R&D, in that DHS provides clear requirements and design specifications to prospective vendors via public announcement. Firms, in turn, design technologies using their own resources, and attempt to sell them to the government at a competitive price. This achieves public sector budgetary savings, permits firms to focus their R&D activities in a more effective way, and strives to deploy solutions in the short-term.

The FutureTECH program aims to enhance existing technologies to meet anticipated needs, taking a longer view of the innovation process. DHS identifies specific focus areas in which firms can continue to update and improve homeland security tools. These areas include detection of homemade explosives and waterborne improvised explosive devices. By entering into a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) with DHS, firms can benefit from public sector subject matter experts who help to shape the design of a given product to meet precise requirements.

In this sense, CRADA require close coordination between a DHS Science and Technology (S&T) officer and business representatives. Both SECURE and FutureTECH can advance innovation for homeland security by focusing private sector R&D activities to meet public sector needs. Despite the great promise of public-private partnerships in homeland security, they also have a number of shortcomings. The article next addresses some of the ways in which public-private partnerships can fail, and outlines areas of governance in which public-private partnerships cannot function.

POTENTIAL SHORTCOMINGS OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

Public-private partnerships can provide tremendous advantages for both government and businesses and can help the United States to meet its national security needs. There are, however, instances in which public-private partnerships are inappropriate due to the unique mandates of government. There have also been cases in which public-private partnerships fail to meet expectations or businesses do not comply with government recommendations. These issues demonstrate that while public-private partnerships are an important development in homeland security, they are imperfect, and there are certain roles that must be retained exclusively by the public sector.

THE LIMITS OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

There are certain functions that must remain squarely within the public sector domain. The decision to hire and fire government employees is clearly a public sector responsibility – and must remain an authority of the public sector. To be clear, private sector-contractors can assist public sector entities in human resources-related processes, providing operational assistance, information, and expertise. But the actual decision to grow or shrink the workforce affects government in a deeply rooted way, and requires a government employee’s signature. To do otherwise would risk undermining the political process, and would
create severe conflicts of interest in the very contracts that are approved for the private sector. This would present an unacceptable and unethical quandary for government.

Procuring resources, managing crises, and securing contracts are clear public sector responsibilities that should not be placed in private sector hands. For accountability reasons, businesses cannot control public sector budgets. Firms can provide advice on budgeting decisions for government, but they cannot actually approve them. In order to avoid conflicts of interest, signatures on procurement orders must remain those of government employees. The public sector also relies on contracts for provision of goods and services, and government employees must sign those contracts. Outsourcing this function effectively places control of public dollars in private hands, undermining society’s trust in government’s stewardship of tax revenue. Similarly, crises often call for public safety-related decisions about the movement of people and resources. The democratic state’s first duty is to protect its citizens, and it naturally follows that these types of choices — sending another police officer, opening and closing evacuation shelters — must ultimately be directed by government employees.

**Unmet Expectations and Cost Overruns**

Without proper management, contractual public-private partnerships can fail for many reasons, including unmet expectations and cost overruns. One component of the DHS Secure Border Initiative, widely known as the “Virtual Fence,” provides an excellent example of how this can happen. This initiative was to consist of a series of surveillance radars, cameras, and sensors to monitor the United States-Mexico border. But the region’s harsh terrain caused the equipment to malfunction, and the different technologies that made up the Virtual Fence were challenging to integrate. These issues would be problematic enough on their own, but the project also ran into cost overruns. Estimates for 2005 showed it would cost $7 billion for the fence to cover the entire 2,000-mile US southern border. But a pilot test of Virtual Fence technology cost $1 billion to cover fifty-three miles of the border — just 2 percent of the total project. In January 2011, DHS canceled the Virtual Fence project, noting that it “did not meet current standards for viability and cost effectiveness.” The Virtual Fence project demonstrates how contractual partnerships between government and business can fall apart. Unmet expectations, poor execution, and spiraling costs doomed the initiative. This underscores the importance of effective and transparent management of contracts in public-private partnerships.

**Appearance versus Reality of Cooperation**

In 2008, teams of government scientists identified a cyber vulnerability in the US Bulk Power System (BPS), drafted a list of remedies to address the vulnerability, distributed the list to electrical companies, and provided a timeline for implementation. Despite these proactive steps, and despite the apparent mutual interest in addressing these vulnerabilities, in reality there was minimal private sector compliance with these recommendations. This example shows differences between public and private sector approaches to cybersecurity. It also suggests that, despite the appearance of public-private sector cooperation on cybersecurity initiatives, actual cooperation may be less common than one imagines.

Differing approaches to critical infrastructure protection can also be a source of discord between the public and private sectors. Marc de Bruijne and Michel van Eeten point out that while government and business both agree on the importance of critical infrastructure protection, this consensus can be remarkably shallow. Another scholar notes that any business executive who suddenly announced he was increasing security spending by 25 percent for the good of the nation would almost certainly be fired. Government appeals to morals, patriotism, or civic responsibility quickly lose their luster when they begin to eat into a firm’s bottom line. Businesses may publicly promote their commitment to security, but behind closed doors, there is an
upper limit to firms’ security expenses. Beyond that limit, genuine (rather than rhetorical) investment in security can be difficult to come by.

These examples provide a cautionary tale for the public and private sectors. Public-private partnerships provide great value for both government and businesses. But there are fundamental limits to what public-private partnerships can do, and they sometimes fail to deliver as expected. In the following section, we discuss ongoing challenges for public-private sector partnerships for homeland security.

ONGOING CHALLENGES FOR PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS IN HOMELAND SECURITY

As the examples in the previous sections demonstrate, public-private sector partnerships are transforming the entire discipline of homeland security, but there are potential pitfalls from such partnerships as well. This trend toward public-private partnerships can therefore provide tremendous benefits, but it can also create organizational pathologies, long-term challenges, and many uncertainties. Several of the challenges discussed below are already emerging, while others may arise as public-private partnerships continue to evolve in homeland security. Scholars and practitioners will need to be mindful of these issues as the discipline of homeland security matures.

Evolving Governance and Responsibility

In public-private partnerships, traditional hierarchy yields to collaborative engagement. In addition to more traditional skills in overseeing and directing, managers will increasingly need to connect and coordinate the shared activities, resources, and capabilities of a host of new organizations and individuals. This arrangement suggests a shift in management and organizational accountability, raising salient legal and ethical questions.

Management and Accountability

Over time, public-private partnerships will undoubtedly affect the skill sets required for public sector managers. As noted, supervisors will be more valued for their ability to foster collaboration among personnel and organizations than for hierarchical management skills. This transition toward a more coordinated public sector management is known as “networked governance.” Like most organizations broadly concerned with public safety, homeland security agencies have historically self-organized in a paramilitary-style, top-down structure. Networked governance suggests a flattening of this organizational structure over time.

In this sense, the need for collaborative management will ultimately drive changes in hiring and promotion practices. The spoils will go to those who can effectively communicate and coordinate the actions of many disparate actors – not to those who can simply command. The coordination-oriented manager’s skills, values, and outlook then trickle down into the rest of the organization, eventually changing it from within. This adjustment from a hierarchical to a more horizontal organization would require excellent planning and execution by both public and private sector leaders to ensure continuing effectiveness. These potential organizational changes also connect with questions of accountability.

Who is calling the shots now? With more firms entering the homeland security space, delicate management questions become salient: is it ever appropriate for a private sector employee to direct a government civil servant to perform specific work functions? Under what circumstances might this hold true? Two members of Congress recently voiced reservations about this idea, underlining that it is government, not business, that must be ultimately be “in charge” of homeland security. Is this always the case? What protections can government devise to ensure that it continues to direct homeland security operations, even with a substantial private sector presence? None of these questions are easy to answer. As the field of homeland security moves forward, these issues will continue to present difficult
challenges for governmental and private sector specialists.

**Legal and Ethical Challenges**

Government can expand its presence and influence via public-private partnerships in homeland security. This carries legal implications worth considering. Jon D. Michaels refers to a phenomenon he calls “deputizing,” in which the private sector, along with citizens and other organizations, serve as a force multiplier for homeland security purposes. He holds that this arrangement can place homeland security activities on ambiguous legal and regulatory ground. For example, private security officers now outnumber police officers three to one in the United States. Retaining private security firms can be financially advantageous for government. Guarding federal buildings or large-scale events increases long-term fixed costs for law enforcement agencies. Retaining firms to temporarily perform these duties saves time and money. It permits law enforcement agencies to reallocate resources to other priorities. Despite these benefits, this type of public-private partnership also raises serious constitutional questions.

There is a vigorous debate related to the legal powers of private security officers. Private security firms may or may not act as government agents. Depending upon context, they may conduct limited searches of persons. It is not yet clear if these searches are uniformly constrained by the US Constitution's fourth and fifth amendments. Similarly, there are concerns about the chain of command within private security companies. To whom do private security officers ultimately report, and to whom are they ultimately accountable – a government authority or a business? And how does this distinction affect the way they carry out their duties? These issues blur the legal boundaries between business and government. The implications here are significant. Use of private firms for law enforcement-like functions raises legal and organizational questions that must be balanced against financial advantages.

Despite these challenges, proponents of public-private partnerships can point to a number of strategic advantages. Government can exert its influence through businesses in a beneficial way. Putting aside discussion of private security firms, consider that privately produced technologies scan citizens for explosives and contraband in airports. Scholars in emergency management, public administration, operations management, and urban affairs highlight the benefits of private sector participation in disaster response.

Skeptics, however, can be apprehensive about the degree to which the state intrudes on private lives via public-private partnerships: surveillance cameras can capture one's every move in public; cell phone intercepts erase the notion of private information exchange; and invasive airport security screening is often interpreted as eroding individual liberties and initiating a slow shift toward more widespread draconian security measures. These are valid sources of concern and require clear responses from government and businesses.

The shifting of organizational and technological responsibilities to the private sector also prompts related questions about liability. If private sector technologies do not deliver, what does this mean from a legal perspective? For example, let us assume a sophisticated network of chemical sensors fails to detect a toxic agent in the Washington, DC-area Metro system. Who gets the blame? Absent indemnification agreements, can government sue the firm? Is it more appropriate for citizens’ litigation to be directed toward government or the business itself? Joint action means sharing accountability for successes and failures in homeland security. Security, however, is the state's first duty. It is government, not business, that must ultimately make critical decisions and take decisive actions in homeland security. How to reconcile these positions? Does public-private sector collaboration mean mutual or individual culpability for mistakes? These lines of inquiry require further investigation.

Additional liability questions arise when the public sector lacks the knowledge to make informed judgments and decisions. The Deepwater Horizon oil rig explosion and spill show what can happen when government regulation breaks down. No public sector agency had a complete view of...
the problem, nor the expertise and equipment needed to solve it. Might the privatization of airport security functions create a similar dilemma? For instance, what happens if an explosive device slips through a security checkpoint, ultimately downing a commercial airliner? Will government be able to adequately explain to the public why the lapse occurred, and how to remedy it? Contractual consequences under this scenario prove worrisome, as well. If government homeland security capacity is “hollowed out” via outsourcing to private firms, then homeland security can be held hostage to the private sector.\textsuperscript{99} Public sector agencies must guard against this possibility through diversifying contracts, incentivizing competition among private sector actors, and maintaining a minimum baseline of expertise in core competencies.

**Increasing Need for Transparency**

Public-private partnerships also raise concerns related to transparency, which refers to two distinct, yet related concepts. The first is governmental transparency, specifically agency reporting to Congress. The second is agency and business reporting to the general public. Both areas of transparency pose significant challenges. Legislative oversight is problematic for DHS. As of July 2012, over 100 committees or subcommittees address matters related to departmental operations.\textsuperscript{100} Businesses in the homeland security space compound this challenge. For example, are private sector representatives held to the same standards of ethics and accountability as their public sector counterparts? If Congressional oversight of DHS is fractured, how effective is oversight of firms’ activities? Robust monitoring of public and private sector homeland security actions is essential. Lawmakers will need to ensure that oversight evolves in parallel with the trend toward public-private partnerships in homeland security.

A second challenge relates to decreasing transparency in the privatization of national security functions.\textsuperscript{101} Among the many volumes on the evolution of homeland and international security since 9/11, Dana Priest and William M. Arkin provide the most expansive treatment of this topic.\textsuperscript{102} They raise several salient observations about the expansion of post-9/11 government contracts. Under the Bush administration, they argue that Congress was able to substantially grow government for national security reasons via private contracting.\textsuperscript{103} At the same time, they note that Congress tried to create the appearance government was not growing – presumably for political reasons.\textsuperscript{104} There is also a span of control issue; top government officials admit the number of national security programs involving businesses has become unmanageable.\textsuperscript{105} Cozy relationships between government and business representatives are uncomfortable for Priest and Arkin. These are best exemplified in the lavish conferences in which public and private sector officials mingle over expensive drinks, dinner, and entertainment.\textsuperscript{106} The purpose of these conferences is to build business relationships between the public and private sectors.\textsuperscript{107} To Priest and Arkin, though, they appear to erode the sense of accountability and due diligence needed in government contracting. They argue that these trends are ultimately damaging to national security.

To a limited extent, we agree with Priest and Arkin’s thesis. It is true that ineffective program management is fiscally irresponsible and is conducive to misdirection and error. It is also important for the public to know that program oversight is in place and that outcomes are being measured in a meaningful way. But the suggestion that there is something sinister here is unfounded. Priest and Arkin gloss over the efficiencies that public-private partnerships can create. As we have argued in this article, public-private partnerships can improve hiring, resource utilization, specialization of labor, and technological innovation. In public-private partnerships, firms seek profits, and government scales in a way that would be impossible if acting independently. In this sense, public-private partnerships enhance efficiencies in ways that government cannot produce on its own. This is not foul play; it is a case of rational action by both the public and private sectors.

In light of these challenges, the public and private sectors would be well served by showing why government-business
partnerships are necessary, and how their existence benefits homeland security. A positive example of such efforts would be the work of Thomas Cellucci, former chief commercialization officer at DHS, who publishes extensively on the benefits of public-private partnerships for government, businesses, and taxpayers. For example, he makes the case for public-private partnerships, particularly in the context of the DHS SECURE program:

The products that are developed through [the SECURE program] (even the ones that were not purchased by DHS) can be offered to other private sector entities, such as airport security, school and university security, and security for professional sports and concerts, many of whom support the defense of critical infrastructure and key resources nation-wide. There is then an increase in public safety and security, all while the private sector, public sector and taxpayer benefit from the partnership.

In clear language, Cellucci demonstrates the benefits of public-private partnerships for businesses, government, and the public. Similar government reporting and explanation will help allay concerns over the necessity of public-private partnerships.

**INCENTIVIZING PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION**

Public-private partnerships are easy when both government and business immediately benefit. In a service contract, for example, government is able to procure a needed good or service, and a company’s bottom line increases. But what happens when government needs the private sector – such as in obtaining data on critical infrastructure vulnerabilities – but the private sector lacks incentives to cooperate with government? Working with public sector officials, while helpful for homeland security purposes, eats into firms’ overhead expenses. Collecting data on a business’ vulnerabilities requires time, labor, and material costs that are not profit-oriented. There is a financial disincentive for businesses to assist government in this case. This problem can be compounded if a company’s competitor decides not to cooperate with government in the same way. The competitor can potentially provide services at a lower cost than the company that decides to “play ball.”

Public-private partnerships can also create proprietary and legal risks for companies. What assurances, for example, do firms have that government will protect proprietary or sensitive information? The WikiLeaks scandal underlines that classified national security information can quickly enter the public domain, damaging the national interest. It is reasonable to suggest that firms’ confidential information could be subject to similar disclosures while in government custody. Such leaks can rapidly erode a business’ competitive edge. Other firms offering similar products or services gain valuable business intelligence from these data. Private sector actors may find their trust in government undercut by information leaks. In extremis, private sector cooperation with government on critical infrastructure protection could lead to a business’ outright failure through breaches of confidentiality.

Regulatory questions become salient in exchange of sensitive information. Can businesses be targeted for punitive measures if they unwittingly turn over damaging information about their activities? There is a potential moral dilemma in businesses providing the government information on facilities and operations. Countless firms are subject to government regulation. In cooperating with government for homeland security purposes, firms potentially risk shining a light on unsavory or illegal business practices. Government and businesses may need to develop clear guidelines on exchanging potentially damaging information for homeland security purposes.

How to promote private sector engagement under these challenging circumstances? Orszag argues tax breaks make bad policy; they can provide benefits to firms that would have invested in security measures anyway, increasing the firms’ budgetary costs but not actually providing extra security. Moreover, he argues that tax credits do not distinguish between high-risk and low-risk sectors – for example, chemical plants versus shopping malls – when they logically should. Similarly, James A. Lewis points out that voluntary cooperation from firms in the cybersecurity arena is
inconsistent with other sectors of homeland security that require strict government regulation, including banking, commerce, and transportation.\textsuperscript{116} Both of these examples show the difficulty of balancing regulatory tools and market forces to engage businesses in homeland security efforts. Scholars, public sector practitioners, and private sector representatives therefore aid homeland security by seeking new ways to encourage businesses’ participation. Developing a menu of policy options to increase firms’ involvement in homeland security will be an important priority for the years ahead.

**Politics, Budgets, and Long-Term Planning**

Politics, budgets, and long-term planning are interconnected in the homeland security context. The electoral process can impact homeland security in significant ways. Representatives’ thinking about homeland security leads to adjustments in budgets and policies. While hawkish elected officials may choose to funnel more resources toward homeland security, others might elect to trim budgets and focus more narrowly on specific strategic priorities. These shifts can alter, or even undermine, long-term planning in homeland security. The ongoing global financial crisis also impacts government and businesses’ approaches to homeland security. In this dynamic environment, the public and private sectors must effectively plan for future threats and challenges in homeland security.

Politics affect public-private partnerships. For example, Connecticut Senator Joseph Lieberman recently expressed concern that private employees, rather than government officials, are making critical decisions at DHS.\textsuperscript{117} After TSA halted an initiative in 2011 to expand businesses’ roles in airport security, Florida Congressman John Mica vowed to investigate the decision, noting “Nearly every positive security innovation since the beginning of TSA has come from the contractor screening program.”\textsuperscript{118} When politics challenges businesses in this way, firms can become increasingly reluctant to enter the homeland security space. Winning government contracts comes at significant overhead cost; research and development, labor, and negotiation expenses come out of firms’ bottom lines. It makes little sense for firms to invest in homeland security if elected officials (vis-à-vis bureaucrats, with whom those firms routinely interact) can abruptly restrict or halt business. When companies hesitate to enter the homeland security arena, this reduces the size of the private sector homeland security market. With less competition in the game, firms that stay at the table can charge higher fees for government contracts. The public sector is left with a diminishing pool of choices for outsourcing, becoming increasingly beholden to a small number of businesses for products and services. Of course, with stifled competition, any cost increases are passed on to taxpayers. Political forces can profoundly change government-business partnerships in homeland security.

Global financial markets influence agency budgets. Recently, the worldwide economic recession reduced the number of private contractors performing traditionally governmental functions. A 2009 DHS initiative began to examine the appropriate balance of government workers and contractors within the department.\textsuperscript{119} By April 2011, DHS cut 3,200 contractor positions, converting them into 2,400 government jobs.\textsuperscript{120} The DHS 2012 fiscal budget includes provisions to convert another 1,881 positions from the private sector to the public sector.\textsuperscript{121} Current trends away from private contracting are not limited to DHS. In January 2011, then-Secretary of Defense Robert Gates announced an initiative to drastically thin the ranks of contractors within the Department of Defense, as well:

[As] I have said before, this department has become far too reliant on contractors to perform functions that should either be done by full-time employees or, in some cases, to staff activities that could — and should — be discontinued.... Overall, we will cut the size of the staff support contractor cadre by 10 percent per year for three years and realize nearly $6 billion in total savings.\textsuperscript{122}

Reduced budgets affect public-private partnerships in homeland security, and will
continue to change amidst efforts to revive the world’s economies.

Businesses now face an uncertain future. Some firms find themselves in “survival mode,” trimming staff because of operating costs. In 2011, icons of American industry with links to homeland security, including GM (official vehicles), Caterpillar (construction and debris removal equipment), Sprint Nextel (communications), and Home Depot (disaster recovery supplies) cut thousands of positions. When firms trim budgets, they have fewer resources (human and physical capital) to produce products and deliver services. This means the range of possible business relationships for homeland security narrows. Complicating matters, when government budgets shrink, firms can find it difficult to plan for the future; revenue streams become dynamic, and this year’s homeland security cash cow may not be there next year. These circumstances create a vicious circle effect for businesses. Government budget cuts eliminate business for the private sector, forcing firms to scale down. This trimming could restrict the ability of companies to operate in the homeland security space. For both the public and private sectors, then, there is an aggregate shrinking effect in homeland security capacity. This creates hardships for both sectors. Government may not be able to guarantee a consistent level of public protection, while businesses may find it difficult to sustain operations and grow effectively. Both sectors are burdened by the global financial crisis.

In light of these trends, government and businesses must effectively plan for the future of homeland security. Converting private sector jobs to public sector positions requires focused government effort. Competencies, skills, and knowledge must smoothly transfer from business to government hands. Yet there is little financial incentive for businesses to cooperate in this process. Doing so contradicts their self-interests. After all, firms in the homeland security space make money from government contracts. For its part, government may find it has lost the capacity to perform in certain areas of homeland security. This may be due to over-reliance on the private sector – the “hollowing out” of government mentioned above. Further complicating this picture, there is a continual flow of homeland security officials between the public and private sectors. Firms’ employees may join government to gain excellent benefits, promotion potential, and predictable work schedules. Public sector employees can gravitate toward the private sector for substantially higher salaries and fewer bureaucratic constraints. Downplaying or ignoring these trends hinders effective long-term planning in homeland security. Business and government officials should carefully consider these factors in their respective plans for the future.

CONCLUSIONS

This article shows that public-private partnerships are now integral to homeland security as a whole – not just its subfields. Government and business cooperation can provide distinct advantages in hiring, resource utilization, specialization, and technological innovation. These partnerships also have significant implications for management practices, legal and ethical challenges, transparency, building private sector participation, politics, budgeting, and long-term planning. Future studies will need to examine other critical issues that become relevant as public-private partnerships continue.

For example, what is the effect of decreasing the number of private contractors working in homeland security? This may increase cost savings, but also degrade operational efficiencies. In an era of shrinking budgets and rising demands on security officials, it may be that reducing the privatization of homeland security also diminishes effectiveness. This may be fiscally healthy, in other words, but damaging from a security standpoint. Scholars can benefit from critically examining the effects of private sector personnel reductions on homeland security.

As public-private partnerships continue to grow, there is also a compelling need for scholarly investigation of effective management and successful outcomes in public-private partnerships. Moreover, academics can make valuable contributions
in studying actions, initiatives, and special projects that add value to public-private partnerships in homeland security. Researchers can work with industry leaders to enhance tools to share best practices. For example, an existing DHS website designed for sharing best practices – Lessons Learned Information Sharing – could provide an excellent starting point for this cross-sector collaboration. Schummers are in an ideal position to make analytical connections and provide a theoretical framework for successful management of public-private partnerships.

From a theoretical perspective, public-private partnerships also raise important questions. Our understanding of homeland security is increasingly linked with concepts, rather than agencies. Flexibility, adaptability, and resilience have become hallmarks of homeland security programs at all levels of government. Incorporating these concepts into agencies’ plans and operations helps to produce favorable outcomes. But do public-private partnerships sufficiently align with these concepts? Some might argue this is clearly true – contracting represents a “flexible” way to expand homeland security staffing. However, others could demonstrate that this is hardly the case; contracting can increase government dependency on the private sector, reducing organizational flexibility. These questions merit additional examination.

There is an enduring need to maintain capabilities in homeland security. From 9/11, to Hurricane Katrina, to the 2011 Joplin, Missouri tornado, natural and man-made disasters continue to loom large in the national conscience. The private sector will continue to play a major role in addressing similar threats in the future. Public sector agencies benefit from working with businesses to strengthen US resilience. There will be an ongoing need for scholars to provide insights as these trends continue to develop.
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